
Where does the water really go in a flower? 
 
 
Experiment details: 

 

1 
Part A 
Before placing any of the flowers in water, have an adult trim about 4” (10 cm) off of each stem. Use a knife 
and cut at an angle. Keep all the flower stems in plain water for now. (Many gardeners and florists even cut 
stems under water so no air bubbles can get in to break the tube of water and cause wilting. It’s important 
that the stem tubes always be filled with water. If air gets into the tube, water may not be able to move up the 
stem to the flower.) 

 

Part B 

Have an adult use a sharp knife to slit the stems of three of the flowers straight down the middle. Keep them 
in the plain water for now. 



 2 

Fill five of the cups with different colors of water. Fill the other two with uncolored water. 

 

3 
Part A 
This step is often called “Split Ends.” Place each half of a stem into a cup of different colored water. For 
example, position the red and blue cups next to each other and put a stem half into each color. Use a color 
with one of the cups of uncolored water, too. Make a few predictions: Which color will be soaked up? Will the 
colors mix to make a new color in the petals or will the color in the flower be divided in half? 

 
Part B 
Place the last white carnation into the remaining cup of uncolored water. This one is your control flower. Let 
all the flowers sit and soak for several days. As you wait to see the results,  



 
Make some more predictions: How will the carnation in the plain water compare to the carnations in the 
colored water? Which color will be soaked up first? How long will it take? Which color will create the darkest 
shade in a flower? Which color will create the lightest shade in a flower? Which color might not be absorbed 
 

A good scientist will have more questions after the experiment which you can use to make your own followup 
experiments. Have fun becoming a scientist!!! 

Source: https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/colorful-carnations/ 
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